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Descriptive Summary

Creator: Butler, Patricia.
Title: Patricia Butler papers, 1953-1956
Call Number: Manuscript Collection No. 1379
Extent: .25 linear feet (1 box)
Abstract: Papers of Patricia Butler, Howard University class of 1956, documenting college and sorority life at Howard in the early 1950s.
Language: Materials entirely in English.
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Custodial History
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Appraisal Note
Acquired by Curator of African American Collections, Randall Burkett, as part of the Rose Library's holdings in African American culture and history.

Processing
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Collection Description

Biographical Note
Patricia Butler, born in the Bronx, New York, was a 1956 graduate of Howard University. She was a member of the Delta Sigma Theta sorority and an active participant in Greek life at Howard in the early 1950s. She was voted fraternity Omega Psi Phi’s sweetheart for 1955.

Scope and Content Note
The collection contains photographs, correspondence, and printed ephemera documenting Butler’s college life, in particular her participation in social activities and in campus Greek life.

Arrangement Note
Arranged by material type.
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